[Optimization of sanatorium treatment of patients with essential hypertension stage II by chronotherapy].
A comprehensive chronodiagnostic examination and treatment were performed in 45 patients with essential hypertension stage II aged 37 to 68 years taking 21-day treatment at sanatorium Osetia. The patients were divided into 2 groups: 20 patients of group 1 received basic antihypertensive treatment (enap, hypothiaside) and sulfurated hydrogen balneotherapy not adjusted to individual biorhythm; 25 patients of group 2 received the same treatment by adjusted to biorhythmic phases of basic cardiovascular indices and chronotype established according to Estberg's questionnaire. Estimation of the rhythms of the integral indices of physiological functions (systolic and diastolic arterial pressure, heart rate, body temperature) and "individual minute" was made within 3 days in 4-h intervals. Hemodynamics was studied before and in the end of the treatment with echocardiography, dopplerechocardiography and rheoencephalography. Positive shifts were registered in both groups: a significant fall in arterial pressure, total peripheral vascular resistance, double product and cardiac performance. Patients of group 2 had greater number of significant rhythms of physiological function parameters, primarily circadian, more frequent recovery of amplitude and phase parametric characteristics, better improvement of cerebral circulation, contractile and diastolic functions of the myocardium, reduction of the required medication doses and 2-fold lowering of side effects rate.